
 
Theme-Integrated Lesson Plans 

 

Title:   Future Farms of our Forefathers         

Grade:   10 

Subject:   Civics and Economics 

Length of Lesson: 1 day 

Standards:   
1.01 Describe how geographic diversity influenced economic, social, and political life in 
colonial North America.  
7.01 Describe the basic factors of production such as land, labor, capital, and 
entrepreneurial skills and their impact on economic activities. 
 
Abstract:   Students will research modern bio-agricultural advances to determine the 
affect if might have had on the origins of our country.  They will do a web-based research 
and write a summary essay.  
 
Essential Question(s):   How would 20th/21st century technological advances in farming 
have benefited Colonial American farmers? 
 

Instructional Strategies: 

   Activation of Prior Knowledge/Purpose:   Students to identify plausible struggles of 
the 18th century American farmer 
. 

   Engaging the content:    

1. Based on the students’ reading of the online article linked below students are to 
brainstorm a list of three (3) modern biotechnological advances in farming that may have 
helped mitigate the struggles faced by Colonial American farmers. 

http://www.americanforeignrelations.com/Ab-Al/Agriculture-Overview.html 
2. Students to gather into 3-4 person groups to first individually research assigned topics 
from above list using specified websites below, then exchange idea/information within 
their groups and lastly share findings with the class as a whole.  
 

   Summarizing/Assessment:   Have students write brief essays answering the essential 
question [no more than one paragraph] summarizing what they have learned based on 
their activities. 
 

Resources/Materials needed:   Computers and the internet 

Student Assessment:   Summary Writing Rubric 

Websites:   List on helpful online resources for students: 
http://www.britannica.com/ebi/article-234098 
http://www.saburchill.com/history/chapters/IR/005.html 



http://www.encyclopedia.com/doc/1G1-161011299.html 
http://tarrant.tamu.edu/ag/Beef%20Cattle.dwt 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crop_rotation 
http://www.ag.ndsu.edu/pubs/plantsci/crops/eb48-1.htm 
www.cyagra.com 
www.researchmagazine.uga.edu/summer2002/clone01.htm 
www.ageri.sci.eg 
www.safe-food.org/-issue/claims.html 
 

Notes from Author:  Michael Quinones  
Note to teacher: If students struggle to come up with a list of “advances” provide the 
following list [selective breeding, livestock immunization, cloning, crop rotation, genetic 
engineering]. 
 

  

 
Name:     Date:                         Assignment:  
    
Summary 
Writing 
Rubric 
 

4 
Superior 

3 
Good 

2 
Fair 

1 
Poor 

Quality of 
Information 

Information 
clearly relates 
to the main 
topic. It 
includes 
several 
supporting 
details and/or 
examples. 

Information 
clearly relates 
to the main 
topic. It  
provides 1-2 
supporting 
details and/or 
examples. 

Information 
clearly relates 
to the main 
topic. No 
details and/or 
examples are 
given. 

Information  
has little or 
nothing to do 
with the main 
topic. 

Accuracy All supportive 
facts and 
statistics are 
reported 
accurately. 

Almost all 
supportive 
facts and 
statistics are 
reported 
accurately. 

Most 
supportive 
facts  and 
statistics are 
reported 
accurately. 

Few supportive 
facts  and 
statistics are 
reported 
accurately. 

Understanding 
of Concepts 

Summary 
illustrates an 
accurate and 
thorough 
understanding 
of the 
concepts 
underlying the 
activity 

Summary 
illustrates an 
accurate 
understanding 
of most of the 
concepts 
underlying the 
activity 

Summary 
illustrates an 
accurate 
understanding 
of some of the 
concepts 
underlying the 
activity 

Summary 
illustrates 
inaccurate 
understanding 
of the concepts 
underlying the 
activity. 

 
 
Assignment Grade: _____________ 


